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This paper presents for the first time a case for the importance of ground to cloud (upward leader) lightning flash parameters for
safety testing of direct aircraft-lightning interaction and protection of wind turbines, as well as the importance of radiated electric
fields for indirect lightning-aircraft interaction and generation of electric discharges called sprites and halos in the ionosphere. By
using an electric circuit model of the transverse magnetic waves along the return stroke channel, electric currents at ground level
as well as cloud level are determined for both the cloud to ground lightning flash and the ground to cloud lightning flash. We show
that when an aircraft triggers lightning, the electric currents will bemuchmore severe in current magnitude, rate of rise of currents,
and frequency spectrum than otherwise and are more severe than the parameters observed for the usual and well monitored (and
measured) cloud to ground (downward leader) flashes. The rate of rise of currents and the frequency spectrum of the ground to
cloud lightning flash are also given here. The electric fields radiated by the lightning flashes that would appear in the ionosphere
are presented for both the earth flash and the ground to cloud flash.

1. Lightning

The majority of the lightning flashes encountered at ground
are the negative, downward flashes where the lightning leader
stroke emanates from the thundercloud and makes contact
with the ground. Once the contact is made, the second,
electrically severe return stroke—severe because it nowhas an
ionized channel from the leader easing the flow of current—
is generated at the earth end and travels along the leader
channel towards the cloud [1, 2].These downward flash return
stroke currents are measured at ground and used as standard
current for testing both ground equipment and aircraft body.
The other type of flash, less common, is the ground to cloud
flash (upward leader and downward return stroke) which
usually emanates from tall earthed structures, where the
leader starts from the ground object andmoves upward.Once
the leader makes contact with the cloud, another downward
stroke is initiated at the cloud, and by the time it reaches

ground its current magnitude as well as rate of rise of
currents is attenuated by the resistive components of the now
ionized channel. It has been shown that the return stroke
is a transverse magnetic wave [3], and it is modelled well
by a travelling wave on a distributed (as opposed to lumped
parameter) transmission linewith resistance, inductance, and
capacitance elements [4, 5].

Related to lightning is the generation of electrical dis-
charges in the ionosphere, about 75 km above the earth. In
the year 1990, these were most prominently captured by
video pictures of electrical activity above a thunder cloud [6].
Sprites (named after the mischievous sprite (air spirit) Puck
in Shakespeare’sAMidsummer Night’s Dream) are a cluster of
vertical columns of electrical discharges, with downward and
upward branches forming a carrot-like shape at 50 to 90 km
altitudes [7, 8]. Their diameters may range from a few tens to
a few hundreds ofmeters. At altitudes between 75 and 85 km a
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Figure 1: (a) Video frame of a lightning strike to an aircraft on takeoff from the Komatsu Air Force Base on the coast of the Sea of Japan
during winter [1]. (b) Lightning flash incident, Heathrow Airport, May 2011 (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1386086/Jet-struck-
lightning-lands-Heathrow.html#ixzz1dGEEkLOL).

diffuse region of electrical activity horizontally spreading out
to 60 to 90 km is observed; this pancake-like diffuse region
is called a halo [9]. These ionospheric, luminous, transient
electric discharge phenomena close to thunderstorm activity
are caused by the microsecond, transient lightning return
stroke radiated electric fields, as well as the slow charge
transfer from cloud to ground [10].

2. Lightning Interaction with Aircraft
On average a commercial aircraft is stuck by lightning once
a year. One of the earliest known lightning caused aircraft
disasters was in the US on December 8, 1963. Lightning
directly struck the Pan Am Flight 214 aircraft causing a fuel
tank explosion which killed 80 passengers including all cabin
crew onboard [1]. This incident highlighted the importance
of aircraft avoiding a thunderstorm environment and thus
the need for early warning of an ESD environment. However,
complete lightning avoidance still eludes both military and
commercial aircraft, as seen for instance in Figure 1.

In Figure 1(a), an aircraft that had just taken off suffers a
direct lightning strike due to the aircraft itself initiating light-
ning activity as it flew in an electrically charged thunderstorm
environment [1]. In Figure 1(b) is shown a more recent direct
strike to a commercial aircraft landing atHeathrowAirport in
London.The fact that the shape of the lightning leader stroke
and return stroke from aircraft to cloud is like an upright tree,
whereas the lightning channel from aircraft to ground is like
an inverted tree, indicates that the lightning current origi-
nated from the aircraft to cloud and from aircraft to ground.
This ground to cloud-like lightning flash from aircraft to
cloud indicates that modelling and computing lightning
currents of cloud to ground lightning are important to better
understand the currents and the electromagnetically induced
transients in the aircraft electrical power andnavigational and
communication electronics systems.This paper does just that.

3. Ground to Cloud Lightning
and the Ionosphere

In most cases of measured ground to cloud lightning flashes,
it is thought that air breakdown initiation does not commence

at stationary ground objects due to the fact that the ionized
particles that gather around a ground structure in the pres-
ence of a thundercloud shield the structure from initiation of
the leader stroke [11]. When it does occur, it is observed that
leader initiation is due to strong radiated electric fields from
lightning activity inside the cloud (intracloud lightning).This
high electric field at the structure initiates the leader stroke of
a ground to cloud lightning flash [12]. Similar high electric
fields (e.g., 100 kV/m) from earth flashes are associated with
the production of sprites and halos in the ionosphere [10].
If the cloud of electric charges around ground structures is
thought to prevent leader initiation fromground structures, it
is not clear why the ionized particles that form the ionosphere
do not prevent the highly luminous electric discharges (e.g.,
sprites) inside the ionosphere. However, it has been observed
that when an external grounded or ungrounded electrode
is suddenly introduced into the thundercloud-like environ-
ment, electric charges intensify around the conductor result-
ing in the production of leaders, as in the case of aircraft [12].

Thus from our present state of knowledge in relation
to electric discharges and high current discharges from
grounded objects (e.g., towers), the ionosphere and aircraft,
one of the following two phenomena is necessary: (a) sudden
introduction of a conductor, not allowing time for space
electric charges to build up around the conductor and
into a high electric field thundercloud environment or (b)
high radiated electric fields from distant lightning flashes,
inducing electron separations and avalanches.

Although much of the past work has concentrated on
cloud to ground flashes, in this paper we show that ground
to cloud (upward) lightning flashes may produce larger
electric fields to imitate high current electric discharges in
the ionosphere. Further, we show that an aircraft attached to
an upward going lightning flash may experience more severe
electric current induced stress and interference.

4. Electric Field Simulation
Results and Discussion

Lightning simulation using the distributed transmission line
model for the return stroke and the computation of tran-
sient electric fields radiated by lightning have already been
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Figure 2: Return stroke currents for ground to cloud lightning flash,
with return stroke travelling from cloud to ground.

reported elsewhere [13]. The electric fields are computed
using integral solutions to electromagnetic field radiation
from a transient-current carrying conductor [14, 15]. In
Figure 2 is shown the computed transient electric currents
of the return stroke originating from the cloud immediately
after the leader makes contact with the cloud electric charge
centre. The 1000m long lightning channel has been divided
into 10 segments of a distributed transmission line, each seg-
ment being 100m long. The return stroke current originates
at the cloud end of the 1000m long leader channel, which is
attached to the cloud and ground at its extremities. The first
segment (Segment 1) is the 100m transmission line element
(representing the first 100m of the leader channel from
the cloud end) attached to the cloud, and the last segment
(Segment 10) is the 100m transmission line element attached
to the ground (representing the 100m long leader channel
attached to the ground).

The cloud voltage is taken to be 50MV, with the charge
stored in a spherical charge centre at a height of 1 km above
ground [14]. The peak electric current is about 60 kA at
the cloud level (Segment 1), dropping off to about 40 kA at
midpoint about 500m above ground. The midpoint is where
an aircraft would be when attached to the lightning channel.
With a rise time to peak current being about 0.5 𝜇s, the rate of
rise of current is about 120 kA/𝜇s at cloud level, and 80 kA/𝜇s
at midpoint. Whereas the current magnitude is associated
with the heat dissipated and the force that punches large holes
on structures, it is the rate of rise of currents that determines
the magnitude of radiated electric fields interacting with
electronic systems as well as with electric space charges inside
the ionosphere.

In Figure 3 is shown the computed collapse of ground
voltage of the channel towards the cloud voltage, and it is
this that leads to electric charge movement from cloud to
ground or to any other object attached to the channel. It is
also associated with the electric charge moment 𝑄𝐿, where 𝐿
is the length of the channel (e.g., 1 km) which produces slowly
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Figure 3: Voltage discharging by the return stroke for a ground to
cloud flash.
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Figure 4: Frequency spectrum for ground to cloud flash.

varying electric fields. The frequency spectrum of the return
stroke currents and the transient electric fields radiated are
shown in Figures 4–6.

The frequency spectrum of Figure 4 for the currents of
Figure 2 in each of the ten distributed transmission line
segments is calculated to determine the significant frequen-
cies radiated by the cloud to ground lightning flash. The
spectrum is essential when designing filters and shielding for
avionics. Moreover, it will determine the energy transferred
to charge particles inside the ionosphere. From Figure 4 it is
seen that half power bandwidth (HPBW) of cloud to ground
return strokes is about 400 kHz, with significant radiation
up to 500 kHz. In Figure 5 is shown the electric field almost
vertically above the lightning channel, where the radiated
electric field is a minimum as in the case of a dipole radiator.
The effect of ground—which doubles the electric field at
ground level when considered a perfect conductor—has been
ignored in these plots. When the earth acts as a perfect
conducting ground, at ground level, that is, at 𝑧𝑗 = 0, 𝐸
becomes 2𝐸. 𝑧1 = 0 and 𝑧2 = 100 indicate the vertical (𝑧-axis)
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Figure 5: Electric field radiated by a cloud to ground flash at the
ionosphere (𝑧1 = 0, 𝑧2 = 100, 𝑧𝑗 = 0, 𝑟 = 1000).
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Figure 6: Electric field from a cloud to ground flash at the iono-
sphere (𝑧1 = 900, 𝑧2 = 1000, 𝑧𝑗 = 0, 𝑟 = 1000).

coordinate of the 10th line element attached to the ground,
𝑧𝑗 = 0 indicates that the observation point is on the ground,
and 𝑟 = 1000m indicates that the observation point is 1000m
away from the lightning flash. Segment 10 is the last 100m
length of the lightning channel. It is attached to the ground. 𝑧1
and 𝑧2 indicate the bottom and top coordinates of a segment
of the lightning.

Whereas in Figure 5 is shown the electric field radiated
from the lower end of the lightning channel, in Figure 6
is shown the radiated electric field from the cloud end of
the lightning channel. Segment 1 is the top 100m length of
the lightning channel. It is attached to the cloud. The effect
of ground—which doubles the electric field at ground level
when considered a perfect conductor—has been ignored in
these plots as in Figure 5. When the earth acts as a perfect
conducting ground, at ground level, that is, at 𝑧𝑗 = 0, 𝐸
becomes 2𝐸Although the cloud end is further away from the
ground observation point (𝑧 = 0, 𝑟 = 1000); the magnitude
of the electric field is almost equal to the electric field radiated
from the ground end of the lightning channel; this is due to
the fact that lightning return stroke currents are much larger
at the cloud end. As the transient electric fields radiated are

much higher because the rate of rise of currents is higher, the
fields that appear at the ionosphere are higher because the
cloud level currents and rates of rise currents are higher at
the cloud level. The negative and positive electric fields are
both high since the rates of rise of currents on the downward
side of the current peak value as well as the rate of decay of
currents on the upward side of the peak current are both high.
This also implies that the electric fields induce an oscillating
force on space electric charges in the ionosphere, as well as in
semiconductor devices of electronic systems.

5. Conclusion

A transverse magnetic wave transmission line model of a
lightning channel is used to determine the lightning return
stroke currents for cloud to ground lightning flash, where the
measurement of most severe return stroke electric currents
and voltage profiles along the cloud end of the lightning
channel are not possible (unlike the case for a cloud to
ground flash, where the most severe return stroke currents at
the ground level may be measured). Moreover, the radiated,
submicrosecond transient electric fields and their frequency
spectrum that would interact with avionics and ionospheric
charged particles are calculated from the return stroke cur-
rents.
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